HERBERT  JENKINS
worker.    For his  opinions.  Lane had a very healthy
respect.    With the arrival of Herbert Jenkins,  Chap-
man's role became more and more restricted to that of
literary   adviser.    Jenkins   was   essentially   a   man   of
action.    He was  extremely able,  and as  energetic as
Lane   himself.    But,   with   Jenkins,   work   was   very
decidedly work,  and  play,  play;  at least that was  so
when he was working for Lane.    When he was working
for  himself,   it  may  have  been  different.     He  had  a
strong will of his own and a marked dislike to being
treated  as  a  mere  employee.     Certainly  the   business
prospered during his tenure of office; but the atmosphere
soon began to grow strained.     One day I happened to
be   calling  on  Jenkins  with   the   proofs   of a  French
translation I had been asked to report on.     Lane sud-
denly burst into the room with some instructions for
Jenkins, which he wanted to be carried out then and
there.    It  was   near  lunch-time  and  Jenkins  had   an
engagement for lunch—a party, in fact—and he jibbed.
Lane insisted, and Jenkins—went to his luncheon party.
I was not surprised to hear, soon afterwards, that Herbert
Jenkins had left The Bodley Head to set up for himself.
Arundel Dene used to act as a sort of Deputy-Manager.
He also edited The Bodleian—the 'Journal of Books at
the Bodley Head' to which he contributed some amusing
editorials.    He  subsequently  gave  up  publishing and
settled in Australia.    He served with distinction in the
Great War.
There were from time to time other young men who
came to Lane in the capacity, as it were, of articled
clerks, to be initiated into the arcana of the publishing
business. Only one of these is known to me; and he,
luckily for the general public, never became a publisher.
Not that Ben Travers would not have shone as a publisher.
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